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SUMMARY: More than a decade elapsed after the HIPPARCOS ESA missi-
on (ESA 1997) observations have been collected. This first astronomical satellite
mission was less than 4 years long so that 1991.25 is the epoch of the HIPPARCOS
Catalogue. Many other projects have checked or improved HIPPARCOS data.
Also, a long series of ground – based optical observations of some stars included in
HIPPARCOS Catalogue, made with Photographic Zenith Tubes (PZT) are useful
for the task of improving the proper motions of these stars. The ARIHIP Catalogue
(after ACT, TYCHO – 2, FK6, GC+HIP, TYC2+HIP) is a combination of the
HIPPARCOS and some ground – based data, and the ARIHIP proper motions are
more accurate than the HIPPARCOS ones. Here we present a new step of our
procedure of calculation; between PZT data we added the HIPPARCOS position

with suitable weight – the point with the coordinates (1991.25, 0 .′′ 0) in our case.
The method was applied to 202 stars observed at Richmond PZTs in the course
of a few decades. The result is better proper motions in declination for these
HIPPARCOS stars, and a good agreement with ARIHIP proper motions (we found
128 common Richmond and ARIHIP stars to check our result). Also, we present
the result for other 74 Richmond stars which are not found in ARIHIP.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ICRF (International Celestial Reference
Frame) materializes the ICRS (International Cele-
stial Reference System) from 1998 via a catalogue of
608 compact radio sources (Ma et al. 1998); the in-
ternal accuracy of these sources was between 0.3 and
0.5 mas (milliarcsecond). This list of radio sources
has been updated by the ICRF – Ext.1 with 59 new
ones (IERS Annual report 1999). The HIPPARCOS
Catalogue (ESA 1997) was adopted as the optical
counterpart of the ICRF.

The HIPPARCOS Catalogue offers important
astrometric data (positions α and δ at 1991.25 –

the epoch of the catalogue, proper motions µα and
µδ , parallaxes) for 118218 stars brighter than ma-
gnitude 12. It was linked to ICRS with the preci-
sion of 0.6 mas in orientation and 0.25 mas/year in
rotation (Kovalevsky et al. 1997). The period of
HIPPARCOS satellite observations was shorter than
four years which was not enough to obtain a satisfa-
ctory accuracy of proper motions for some stars.
For the purpose of improving these HIPPARCOS
data other catalogues have appeared, such as ACT,
TYCHO – 2, FK6, GC+HIP, TYC2+HIP, ARIHIP
(Wielen et al. 2001), Earth Orientation Catalogue –
EOC (Vondrák and Ron 2003), etc.

ARIHIP contains 90842 stars and it represents
a compilation of stars with the most accurate data
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from the catalogues: FK6(I), FK6(III), GC+HIP,
TYC2+HIP, and HIPPARCOS. Their proper motion
data are more accurate than the HIPPARCOS ones,
and because of this ARIHIP is interesting to us (to
compare our results with ARIHIP proper motions in
declination). Also, ARIHIP contains other data: for
the proper motions and their mean errors there are
SI (the single – star), LTP (the long – term predic-
tion), STP (the short – term prediction) and HIP
(HIPPARCOS Catalogue) mode (difference = other
mode - SI mode), the coefficient Kae with flag for
’astrometrically excellent stars’ 3 – astrometrically
excellent star with rank ***, 2 – with rank **, 1 –
with rank * and blank – star not classified as as-
trometrically excellent. In ARIHIP, the SI mode is
given and the mentioned differences have to be added
to the values of the SI mode in order to obtain the
values of the other modes.

The values of SI and other modes (in
mas/year) refer to the epoch and equinox J2000.0
in the ICRS/HIPPARCOS system. The afore men-
tioned mean errors (in mas/year) are not the errors
of the differences, but those of the full quantities in
the other modes.

2. DATA

Even though the accuracy of HIPPARCOS
positions is about 1 mas and of proper motions
(µα cos δ, µδ) is nearly 1mas/year, the PZTs periods
of observation are much longer than the HIPPAR-
COS one and can give better proper motion data
than the HIPPARCOS ones. The PZTs were the
part of the different Earth rotation programmes in
the interval 1899.7 – 1992.0 (Vondrák et al. 1998).

We use the Richmond (Florida, USA) PZT
data (Vondrák 2002). Two instruments were lo-
cated at the longitude λW = 80 .◦ 4 and the latitude
ϕ = +25 .◦ 6, and collected the data in the course
of nearly 40 years (1949.8 – 1989.4): RCP operated
in the period 1949.8 – 1987.5 and RCQ in 1981.9
– 1989.4 one (during a several years period obser-
vations were done simultaneously). The RCP and
RCQ data were used for polar motion and universal
time UT0 investigations (Vondrák 2004). The code
RCP/RCQ is from the monograph (Vondrák et al.
1998).

As input data we use Vondrák’s OA00 solution
(Ron and Vondrák 2001). The performances of the
instruments have been described by Vondrák et al.
(1998). The latitude variations ϕi (obtained by RCP
and RCQ) around the mean latitude are a part of the
OA00 data. We use the RCP and RCQ data because
of the long observational period, which provides a
good possibility to check our results via the ARIHIP
ones. The mean latitude and tectonic plate motion
were removed from the RCP and RCQ latitude data
for the period 33224 – 47660 MJD (1949.8 – 1989.4)
by using 25◦36′47 .′′ 116 + 0 .′′ 008/century · (t − t1),
where (t − t1) is in centuries and t1 is counted from
32000 MJD.
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Fig. 1. RCP and RCQ latitude variations ϕi with
time (MJD) for the HIPPARCOS star H9859.

3. CALCULATIONS

To show the input data, we present in Fig. 1
the latitude variations ϕi with time (MJD) for star
H9859 observed for about 40 years with RCP and
RCQ. Within each observational year, there are from
only a few to a few hundreds of observations of the
same star with a standard error of the order of a few
tenths of an arcsecond. Also, in Fig. 1, a latitude
variation of RCP and RCQ is because of the polar
motion and other changes with time clearly seen.

The main steps of the calculation have been
already described in Damljanović and Pejović (2005)
and Damljanović and Vondrák (2005). Here, we have
improved the calculation procedure and instead of
the linear approximation for systematic changes with
time (local, instrumental, etc.) we take into account
more complex variations which are closer to the real
situation; some results have been presented by Da-
mljanović (2005). In this paper, we have included
in the calculation (for each Richmond star) one new
point, the HIPPARCOS position via latitude varia-
tion which is with the value 0 .′′ 0 (in our case here)
for 1991.25 (the epoch of HIPPARCOS Catalogue).
The weight of this point is 19, defined as the ratio be-
tween the HIPPARCOS position error (near 1 mas)
and the mean value of errors of points r′n (see below).
The other points are with the weight of 1. With that
additional point, we expect to get better results (es-
pecially for the stars observed for just a few years).
This new point with a large weight is of importance
for a better consistency of PZT and HIPPARCOS
data, too.
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Fig. 2. Residuals (RCP and RCQ) vs. time (MJD)
before elimination of systematic changes: the gray
dots rn are the averaged values of ri, the black cir-
cles are the averaged values of rn within a 0.2 yr
interval (for all 202 stars).
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Fig. 3. The same as in Fig. 2, but after elimination
of systematic changes.
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Fig. 4. Averaged residuals r
′

n (white circles, with-
out systematic changes), rn (black ones, with system-
atic changes included) vs. time for star H9859; two
very similar linear trends of white circles are seen as
a single line (one was calculated with and the other
without a new point denoted with a triangle).
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Fig. 5. The same as in Fig. 4, but for H29075;
two different linear trends, calculated with and with-
out new point (triangle), are well separated, here.
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In the first step, the polar motion ∆ϕi was
removed from the available ϕi data of the OA00 so-
lution ri = −(ϕi −∆ϕi) to get the residuals ri. This
was described by Damljanović (2005). The 2.7 · σ
statistical criterion was used to remove the outlier
values ri. It is about one rn value per year, and
rn are the averaged values of ri. Then, the syste-
matic changes (local, instrumental, etc.) were re-
moved from the rn values. These changes were de-
termined by using the observations of all 202 stars.

The calculation procedure for determining and
removing the values of the systematic changes was
developed by Damljanović (2005). The dots (Fig. 2)
are the values rn which are the averaged values of ri

ones, and the black circles are the averaged values of
rn for all the 202 stars over the subperiod of 0.2 yr
which is an optimal one for our case. On one side, it
was necessary to find a subperiod, as short as possi-
ble, to get real systematic variations with time, and
on the other side, with enough points (several tens)
rn in it (several tens of stars observed during this
subperiod).

To show the efficiency of the determination of
the systematic changes, we present in Fig. 3 the
same points as in Fig. 2, but after the elimination of
the previously systematic part. The proper motion
corrections in declination are applied to each star
individually. All steps of our method are valid for
any other calculation (not only RCP and RCQ in-
struments). This is of importance because we want
to apply the method described here to other input
data.

We use the averaged values over subperiods of
0.2 yr (black circles in Fig. 2 – the systematic vari-
ations), and for each star, we remove the systematic
changes from ri by using r′

i
. Then, we determine the

values of r′n from the r′
i
ones, similarly as the rn ones

were determined from ri ones; see in Fig. 4 the values
r′n (white circles) for star H9859 as an example.

The difference between the values with (the
black circles – rn values in Fig. 4) and without (the
white circles – r′n ones) systematic changes is evident.
Our final residuals, RCP and RCQ data without sys-
tematic and polar motion variations, are the values
r′n. For each star, we use r′n in the calculation of the
corrections of the proper motions in declination of
the observed HIPPARCOS stars.

4. RESULTS

We applied the Least Squares Method (LSM)
to r′n values for each star (the numerical values of
white points, see in Fig. 4), and found that the
straight line fits the data. Our corrections of proper
motions in declination of the mentioned 202 HI-
PPARCOS stars are the b values calculated by using
LSM according to the equation

r′n = a + b · (tn − 1991.25), (1)

where tn is the epoch instant of r′n. The results for
all 202 RCP and RCQ stars are presented in Table
2.
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Fig. 6. Differences rHIP between our and ARIHIP
SI mode results (for 125 HIPPARCOS stars observed
with Richmond PZTs) vs. observational period n.

Table 1. Already corrected HIPPARCOS stars.

HIP bias drift
(mas) (mas/yr)

10053 -23 -3.07
45278 88 0.00
70310 0 2.01
73768 0 -4.21
75350 0 -2.35
81781 -44 -4.07
84821 0 3.76
89847 0 -36.82
97077 0 -6.20

100088 0 -2.52
106872 -81 -12.05

The order of presented stars is in line with the
HIPPARCOS one (HIP is the HIPPARCOS number
of star, the first column of Table 2), µδ is our proper
motion in declination (the HIPPARCOS one plus our
correction b), εb is the standard error of b (and of µδ).
The value n is the number of input PZT points r′n
(close to the number of years covered by the PZT
observations of every star). The LTP, STP and HIP
are the ARIHIP modes (see Section 1) with errors
(εLT , εST and εHI , respectively). We put the values
of εHI for all 202 stars from HIPPARCOS Catalogue
for the purpose of comparison. The Kae is ARIHIP
value. The rLTP , rSTP and rHIP are the residuals
between our value b and suitable ARIHIP modes (we
adapted the differences LTP , STP and HIP in the
way that they can be added to the HIPPARCOS
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Table 2. The values µδ and b ± εb, LTP ± εLT , STP ± εST,
HIP ± εHI modes, Kae, residuals, and comment C.
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Table 2. (continued)
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Table 2. (continued)
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Table 2. (continued)
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Table 2. (continued)
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ones, because our values b were also calculated in
that way). The last column is C – comment: 1 – if
our input data were already corrected for the proper
motion in declination, 2 – if already corrected for dec-
lination, and 3 – for the stars that are contained in
HIP, but being erroneously identified, instead other
ones were observed.

The corrections (for δ or/and µδ) were already
applied for 11 RCP and RCQ stars (Vondrák 2002);
see Table 1. The first part of Table 2 (165 Richmond
stars, 114 ARIHIP ones) exhibits very good results
(n > 10). The second one (22 Richmond stars, 11
ARIHIP ones) is for the case n ≤ 10 and with bigger
differences between our and ARIHIP results. The
third part (15 Richmond stars, 3 ARIHIP ones) is in
agreement with the comment C: some µδ and other
values are not presented because the value b is a co-
rrection of the correction for some of these stars.

Both linear trends in Fig. 4, one calculated
with the new point (b = 0.09 ± 0.30 mas) and the
other one without it (b = 0.10± 0.50 mas), are close
to each other and seen as a single line. The same
situation is also for other stars observed for a few
decades. But, a different situation is shown in Fig.
5. Star H29075, as an example (n = 11), with two
different linear trends clearly separated; with the new
point, a quite good value of b = −2.52 ± 0.93 mas
(rHIP = −2.04 mas) is obtained, and without it, the
value is b = 2.50±1.00 mas (which gives rHIP = 2.98
mas, bigger than in the previous case). Fig. 6 shows
125 ARIHIP stars (with the third part of Table 2
excluded) by using the values rHIP which are in line
with SI mode. To check our values b, we use the
data of ARIHIP. It is clear that for the stars ob-
served just for a few years with PZT it is not possi-
ble to get good results, and these values of rHIP are
large (1 mas < |rHIP | < 10 mas), but if the observa-
tional period n is about 20 yrs (central part of Fig.
6) the values rHIP are just a few mas. A very good
consistency is evident in the right-hand side of Fig.
6 where some rHIP are of about 1 mas and mostly
|rHIP | ≤ 1 mas. For the stars with a few decades
of observations, the results b are good (the values of
εb are small), and the agreement with ARIHIP data
is good. Also, we calculate the average value of the
residuals rHIP , rLTP and rSTP for 125 stars pre-
sented in Fig. 6 (and the standard errors) for both
cases n ≤ 10 (11 stars) and 10 < n ≤ 40 (114 ones),
respectively:
0.7 ± 6.7 mas/yr, 0.0± 1.2 mas/yr, from rHIP ,
0.9 ± 6.4 mas/yr, 0.0± 1.4 mas/yr, from rLTP ,
0.7 ± 6.8 mas/yr, 0.0± 1.2 mas/yr, from rSTP .

For the first and second parts of Table 2. (187
stars), we determined the mean value of our errors εb

and HIP ones εHI for n ≤ 10 (24 stars) and n > 10
(163 stars), respectively:
2.5 ± 2.7 mas, 0.4± 0.2 mas, from εb,
0.8 ± 0.4 mas, 0.7± 0.2 mas, from εHI .

For the case n > 10 (163 stars), it is evident
that we end up with a better mean accuracy (0.4
mas) than the HIPPARCOS one (0.7 mas), but this

is not the case for n ≤ 10 (24 stars), as we expected.
Also, our agreement with the ARIHIP data is much
better for the case n > 10 (114 stars) than n ≤ 10 (11
ones). These values are in agreement with our com-
ments regarding Fig. 6. All the three ARIHIP modes
are consistent with our results (in line with their er-
rors and εb). In Table 2, we present the results for
b for all the 202 stars (74 stars are not present in
ARIHIP), but the results of the first part of Table 2
are better than the others.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In the paper by Damljanović (2005) we used
the data of other PZTs as input, and checked the
obtained results in a way different from that used
here. The method is slightly changed in this paper,
but in both cases the results are good. We compare
our results with the ARIHIP ones and for the stars
with a long observational history (a few decades) the
agreement is good. Because of this, we give the re-
sults for all the 202 RCP and RCQ stars. ARIHIP
does not include the PZT data, and the 74 stars pre-
sented here are not found in ARIHIP. It is possible
to get good corrections of proper motions in decli-
nation for HIPPARCOS stars observed long enough
by using PZT instruments. This means, the long
term ground – based observations of the Earth rota-
tion programmes are sufficiently good for the task of
improving even the HIPPARCOS µδ and the corre-
sponding reference frame.
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Prethodno saopxteǌe

Ukratko smo opisali proceduru raquna-
ǌa i xirinske ulazne podatke dve Riqmond
fotografske zenitne tube (RCP i RCQ za
period 1949.8 – 1989.4), a zatim prezento-
vali rezultate za 202 HIPARKOS zvezde pos-
matrane sa RCP i RCQ i uporedili naxe
sa rezultatima ARIHIP kataloga. Od 202
zvezde, u ARIHIP katalogu smo pronaxli
128 zvezda. Posmatraǌa ra�ena na RCP i
RCQ zahvataju period od oko 40 godina, ali
su mnoge od 202 posmatrane zvezde sa pos-
matraǌima od par decenija a neke i svega
nekoliko godina. Zbog toga smo dobili po-
boǉxaǌa sopstvenih kretaǌa u deklinaci-
ji posmatranih Hiparkos zvezda razliqite
taqnosti, xto se uoqava i pri pore�eǌu sa
ARIHIP podacima. Naravno, najboǉe je
slagaǌe naxih sa ARIHIP rezultatima za
zvezde koje su posmatrane svih 40 godina, dok
je loxije za zvezde koje su posmatrane maǌe od
10 godina. Hiparkos satelitska posmatraǌa

(ESA 1997) su trajala nexto kra�e od 4 go-
dine. Da bismo popravili taqnost sopstve-
nih kretaǌa Hiparkos zvezda potrebno je vixe
decenija klasiqnih optiqkih posmatraǌa tih
zvezda sa Zemǉe. Takva posmatraǌa postoje,
jer su tokom perioda 1899.7-1992.0 ra�eni
posmatraqki programi zvezda u okviru pro-
grama istra�ivaǌa Zemǉine rotacije. U ovom
radu, pore�eǌem naxih sa ARIHIP rezul-
tatima, dolazimo do dosta dobrog slagaǌa
za zvezde koje su dovoǉno dugo posmatrane
(vixe decenija), pri qemu su naxa istra�i-
vaǌa i ulazni podaci potpuno nezavisni i ra-
zliqiti, a 74 RCP/RCQ zvezde uopxte nisu u
ARIHIP katalogu. Zakǉuqujemo, da se nave-
dena dugogodixǌa posmatraǌa u okviru pro-
grama istra�ivaǌa Zemǉine rotacije mogu
koristiti za vrlo zahtevne projekte kakav je
provera i poboǉxaǌe sopstvenih kretaǌa Hi-
parkos kataloga, a time i samog referentnog
sistema.
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